
 
                    
 

 
 
 
 
 
To the Mayor and Members of the  
CABINET 
 
SOCIAL MOBILITY OPPORTUNITY AREA PROGRAMME 
 

Relevant Cabinet Member(s) Wards Affected Key Decision 

Cllr Nuala Fennelly  
Lead Member 
Children, Young People and Schools 

All Yes 

 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
1. This paper provides detail regarding the recent publication of the Doncaster 

Opportunity Area (OA) Delivery Plan (DP) and sets out the funding associated with the 
OA programme which is due to be transferred to DMBC over the life of the programme 
(2017/18 to 2019/20) 
 

2. The Delivery Plan includes 4 priorities: 
 

 Building solid foundation for all children; 

 Brilliant teaching and leadership for all secondary pupils programme; 

 No career out of bounds; and 

 Opportunities extend to all 
 

3. Each priority is led by a working group made up of local stakeholders and the 
programme is governed by a Partnership Board (PB) into which all the working groups 
report. The Partnership Board is responsible for making decisions relating to the OA 
Programme, these will then need to be signed off through Council governance in 
accordance with relevant guidelines. For expediency we are seeking Partnership Board 
approval of these proposals in parallel.  Any substantive changes resulting from this 
process will need to be signed off by Cabinet. 

 
4. The paper makes proposals about commissioning services with the dedicated funding 

to implement the activities promised in the Delivery Plan, in 2017/18 this includes a 
£1,050k grant to Expect Youth to deliver the Essential Life Skills element of the OA 
programme and an associated mentoring offer, a £300k grant to Partners in Learning 
(PIL) to deliver tailored training to teachers and school leaders, in line with identified 
need and £100k of further expenditure through contracted services, grants of under 
£50k to, for example, schools or staff salaries.  

 
5. The paper also proposes that the Council provide commissioning support to Expect 

Youth and PIL, to both enable them to commission further activity in year and to 
develop each organisations internal commissioning capacity. 
 

6. It also proposed working with other OAs and DfE to establish a National framework for 
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2018/19 and 2019/20. 
 

7. The Delivery Plan is attached at Annex A and available following this link  Doncaster 
plan 

 
EXEMPT REPORT 
 
8. This report is not exempt. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
9. It is recommended that Cabinet: 

 
a) Acknowledge and support the Opportunity Area Delivery Plan; 
b) Agree to accept funding of up to £8.75m over the lifetime of the programme and to 

receive a further report detailing the terms of the grant and proposed allocation of 
funding for 2018/19 and 2019/20; 

c) Approve a grant of £1,050k to Expect Youth and a grant of £300k to Partners in 
Learning and to agree the method of providing the funding, process/approval for 
withdrawing the funding and approval of the specific funding agreement to be 
delegated to the Director of People and Chief Financial Officer, in consultation with 
the portfolio holder for Children, Young People and Schools; 

d) Agree to £100k of further expenditure through contracted services and grants of 
under £50k and the allocation of such funding be delegated to the Director of 
People in consultation with the Partnership Board; and 

e) Agree that for 2018/19 and 2019/20 the Council work with the DfE and other OAs to 
develop a national framework spanning all OAs over the early stages of the coming 
year. 

 
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR THE CITIZENS OF DONCASTER? 
 
10. The Doncaster Opportunity Area Delivery Plan sets out an ambitious agenda to 

improve social mobility for the children and young people of Doncaster by reducing the 
gap in attainment between disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged children at primary 
school; improving the performance of the borough’s secondary schools, helping 
Doncaster’s young people to find the right academic and vocational routes to the 
careers they aspire to; and taking active steps to help the most vulnerable, to access 
opportunities that will support them in and out of education. 

 
BACKGROUND 
 
11. The Opportunity Area Programme was launched in January by the Department for 

Education (DfE), it identified 6 social mobility hotspots and allocated each £6m over 
three years to tackle social mobility, building on the available evidence base.  On 18th 
January a further 6 regions where announced, including Doncaster.  
 

12. Over the last year DfE, working closely with the Council, have analysed available data, 
engaged local stakeholders and consulted with young people and professionals to 
develop a plan to improve the life chances of Doncaster’s young people.  The plan, that 
was published on the 19th January sets out high level proposals for change and 
improvements and particular activities in 2018. 
 

13. The OA programme has established a working group for each of the 4 priorities and a 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/674869/Social_Mobility_Delivery_Plan_Doncaster.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/674869/Social_Mobility_Delivery_Plan_Doncaster.pdf


Partnership Board (PB) to govern the programme. The PB is chaired by Professor 
Chris Husbands, Vice Chancellor of Sheffield Hallam University and Damian Allen, 
Director of People is a PB member.  The full membership of the working groups and 
the partnership board is at Annex B.  The working groups’ role now is to develop 
detailed proposals to deliver the DP commitments.  All decisions relating to the OA will 
be taken by the PB. 

 
14. To ensure synergy with wider Council activity the OA work also sits within the learning 

theme in the Doncaster Growing Together Programme.  We will monitor and report on 
progress and manage dependencies with related projects and programme through the 
DGT programme. 

 

15. We have recruited a Programme Manager, Robin MacNeill to lead on implementation 
of the plan, working closely with colleagues across the Council, DfE and wider 
stakeholders. David Ayre Head of Service in the Strategy & Performance Unit, has 
acted as the LA lead on the development of the plan, working in partnership with DfE 
and drawing on expertise of colleagues across the Council and the wider Team 
Doncaster partnership, as required. 

 

16. Development of the delivery plan has been informed by the views of children and 
young people, who were engaged through a variety of approaches including an event 
at the Doncaster Dome and visits to particular vulnerable groups, including looked after 
children.  We will continue this engagement through implementation to ensure the 
views of children and young people have not only informed the identification of high 
level priorities but also the detail of the activities we put in place. 

 
17. An Essential Life Skills Programme has also been launched, this aims to share 

opportunities to engage in extra-curricular activities with the more disadvantaged to 
develop non-cognitive abilities, collectively named, ‘essential life skills’.  There is 
additional funding associated with this programme. The ELS programme brings £2.75m 
over the 3 year lifetime of the programme.  It is funding released by the ‘sugar tax’ and 
has been distributed between OAs on the basis of the number of disadvantaged 
children in the areas.  More detail on the rationale for the ELS programme can be 
found in Annex C. 

18. Expect Youth is the name the Strategic Youth Alliance (SYA) have taken since they 
were established as an association.  The Council committed £475k over 3 years to 
develop the SYA to deliver the youth offer element of starting well.  This was grant 
funding approved through a Cabinet report in June 2016.  Since their formation Expect 
Youth have performed well against the principles in their grant agreement including 
exceeding ambitions in terms of identifying match funding to sit alongside the Council 
grant, including successfully bidding for £1m of #iwill1 funding.  

19. Expect Youth’s partners are already delivering a range of high quality youth-centred 
provision across the borough. Partners include Club Doncaster Foundation, Flying 
Futures, Doncaster Community Arts, Doncaster Culture and Leisure Trust, Doncaster 
Children’s Service Trust, Active Fusion, the Chamber of Commerce, Public Health and 
Doncaster Council Youth Services.  

                                                 
1
 The #iwill campaign vision is to make involvement in social action the norm for 10 to 20 year-olds across the UK by 

2020. The provision of high quality opportunities, available to all, will enable social action to become a part of life for 
young people and, it is hoped, form a lifelong habit of community engagement. 



 
 

FUNDING 
 
20. In addition the ELS funding of £2.75m, the OA Programmes brings with it £6m of 

funding which will be transferred through to the Council, in quarterly instalments.  The 
assumption is that this funding will be used to deliver the activities and ambitions in the 
plan. £450k is profiled for 2017/18 and £1m of ELS is profiled for 2017/18. The annual 
profile of funding for the OA and ELS funding streams is included in table 1 below. 
 
Table 1 
 

 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 

OA2 £450,000 c£3.5m c£2m 

ELS £1,008,267.22 £1,750,199.70 0 

total £1,458,267.22 £5,250,199.70 £2,000,000 

 
21. In addition to these dedicated funds national programmes are also being focussed on 

OAs. This includes the Teaching and Leadership Fund and the Strategic School 
Improvement Fund.  This funding will go to national providers who will deliver training 
to teachers in schools in the borough, this is managed nationally so the Council will not 
be required to commission this provision. 

 
22. We recommend that Cabinet agree to accept the funds associated with the OA and 

ESL programmes and that we seek to allocate these funds to meet the DP objectives 
as set out in this paper. 

 
Commissioning in 2017/18 

 
23. 2017/18 is the first year of a three year programme, we are keen to drive 

implementation forward and give our interventions as much time as possible to have an 
impact.  DfE share this desire to see implementation progress and as such have asked 
that we commit funding profiled for 2017/18 by the end of March 2018 and that funding 
is spent promptly within an agreed timeframe but at latest by the end of the next 
academic year, August 2019, with spent meaning spent in the fullest sense, for 
example delivering services to children and young people.  There is a risk that failure to 
commit and spend funding could result in future years payments from DfE reducing or 
in extreme cases being stopped. 
 

24. The proposals in this paper look to move quickly to implementation while ensuring the 
funding is used effectively and in line with the relevant finance and procurement 
guidelines, it also seeks to strike a balance between expenditure on the issues now 
and investment in the future. Part of the approach taken is to recommend using 
organisations already actively engaged in the programme, with whom the Council 
already has grant funding arrangements, on the basis these organisations will be well 
placed to hit the ground running.  

 
Essential life skills 

 
25. We propose grant funding £1,050k to Expect Youth to deliver an Essential Life Skills 

                                                 
2
 The 2018/19 and 2019/20 figures are estimates, DfE will be confirming the 2018/19 figure in the New Year, the total 

transferred to DMBC from the OA line will be less than £6m as there are some central costs around for example 
evaluation that have been taken out at source. 



offer to the schools in the borough and an associated mentoring programme targeted 
at the most vulnerable children in Doncaster. Vulnerable children include children in 
care of the state, those supported by national programmes, like the Troubled Families 
Programme, those with Special Educational Needs or elective home schooled children. 
The offer would take the form of a directory of extra-curricular activities schools could 
pick from to best meet the needs of their children, supported by mentoring and 
coaching to help children make the most of these opportunities.  These would be 
designed to develop essential life skills.  We would ask that in developing the directory 
of activities they carry out a tendering exercise to both broaden the offer available to 
Doncaster children but also to further develop the voluntary community sector (VCS) in 
the borough, in line with the objective we gave them when they were established.  This 
increased investment in the VCS would bring wider benefits to local communities, 
where we can find ways to engage this valuable sector in delivery of delivery 
agreement priorities, with the vulnerable children priority being a particularly good fit.  
Expect Youth do not currently have commissioning capacity so we propose the Council 
provide commissioning support to the tendering exercise with a view to developing 
internal commissioning capacity in Expect Youth. 
 

26. A specification for this activity is included in Annex D, this sets out what needs to be 
delivered plus ongoing performance management arrangements, to monitor spend and 
impact. 

 
Continuing Professional Development in Doncaster Schools 
 
27. Continuing Professional Development (CPD) is a significant part of the offer to schools 

and the DP sets out a range of strands of activity to both establish and meet CPD 
needs in Doncaster schools 
 

28. We propose a £300k grant to Partners in Learning to meet the variety of training needs 
expected to arise over the first year of the programme. 
 

29. Some of the training would be delivered by PIL, some through national programmes 
and some through training providers procured by PIL. The benefit of this approach is it 
allocates funding within the required timeframe but enables us to take time working 
with schools to identify specific training needs, for example through the proposed 
curriculum review of secondary schools maths, English and science provision.  PIL do 
not have significant commissioning capacity so we would offer commissioning support 
to both carry out any tendering and develop commissioning capacity in PIL. 

 

OPTIONS CONSIDERED 
 

30. Do nothing. Clearly this is not a viable option, it would cause reputational damage with 
DfE and fail to realise the benefits of this funding on local children and young people. 
Failure to spend the funding in year 1 is likely to result in funding being withdrawn in 
future years. 
 

31. A competitive tender process. The timeframes associated with a competitive tender of 
this scale are prohibitive if we are looking to commit funding this financial year. It is not 
possible in the available time. 
 

32. Grant fund another provider. This was considered but discounted based on the strong 
track record PIL have in this area and the breadth of partners EY bring together.  



 

 

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDED OPTION 
 

33. Both EY and PIL have been closely engaged with the OA programme to date so can 
help moved swiftly to implementation and maintain momentum developed through the 
early planning phase of the work.  They are both exceptionally well placed to take this 
work on. Supporting local middle tier organisations brings additional sustainability, not 
only will the investment deliver immediate gains but it will also increase local capacity 
and strengthen partnerships, to the benefit of the region for years to come. 
 

34. The proposal that they both carry out onward commissioning brings on opportunity to 
test the market and bring in additional capacity and capability to enhance the offer they 
can bring as organisations and partnerships.  This offers a best of both worlds solution. 

 
Remaining areas of commissioning 

 
35. The range of services we anticipate funding / commissioning with the remaining £100k 

of 2017/18 OA funding includes: salary associated with the programme manager role; 
the Post 16 Review; a study looking at parental engagement and funding for Children’s 
University places for disadvantaged children. 

 
Commissioning in 2018/19 to 2019/20 
 
36. Decisions on this spend will be made through the priority working groups and agreed 

with the PB.  To support commissioning in future years we aim to establish a national 
framework, spanning all OAs, hosted either by DfE or one of the OA Local Authorities. 
The benefits of this approach include: 
 

 Provide a structure for organisations to work with OAs; 

 Support organisations with a “national footprint” to deliver in OAs and encourage 
them to think about an offer to OAs; 

 Enable OAs to act with scale, improving our purchasing power and our collective 
ability to deliver VfM; 

 Enable greater efficiency in delivery through collaborative advantage; 

 Ensure “compliance” and “transparency” across OA delivery. 
 

37. We will work with DfE and other OAs to implement this over early stages of the coming 
year. We will update Cabinet on progress on a 6 monthly basis and will seek approval 
for spend in years 2 and 3 of the programme through these updates. 

 
IMPACT ON THE COUNCIL’S KEY OUTCOMES 
 
38. There is strong correlation between the priorities in the Delivery Plan, and the council’s 

key outcomes. The implications for these are set out below: 
 

 Outcomes Implications  

 All people in Doncaster benefit from a 
thriving and resilient economy. 

 Mayoral Priority: Creating Jobs and 
Housing 

 Mayoral Priority: Be a strong voice 
for our veterans 

Young people, particularly 
those from a disadvantaged 
background are equipped to 
access education, employment 
or training with a view to 
moving into further or higher 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RISKS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

39. The DfE ambition to have all 2017/18 funding spent within the next 2 academic year is 
potentially challenging.  There is a risk that a drive to spend could impact on the quality 
of service or that a failure to spend could lead to reputational damage between the 
Council and the DfE and potentially to lower sums being transferred in future.  To 
mitigate this risk we will work with partners to model a likely profile of spend across the 
large spend areas and share this with DfE with a view to agreeing an ambitious but 
deliverable spend profile. 

40. Working across all OAs to commission in 2018/19 and 2019/20 would bring significant 
advantages but in turn requires greater coordination and proactive project 
management.  A failure to successfully delivery a national framework brings a risk of 
each OA going through its own labour intensive and potentially sub-optimal 
procurement processes.  To mitigate this risk OA leads need to develop a robust 
project plan for activity and ensure the project maintains momentum. 

 
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
41. Section 1 of the Localism Act 2011 provides the Council with a general power of 

competence, allowing the Council to do anything that individuals generally may do. 
Section 111 of the Local Government Act 1972 gives an Authority power to purchase 
goods and services. 
 

42. The Council will be expected to sign a funding agreement in order to access this 
funding. It is important that legal advice is provided on the terms of that funding 
agreement and that the responsible Directorate understand the terms under which the 

 Mayoral Priority: Protecting 
Doncaster’s vital services 

education and employment. 
 
 

 People live safe, healthy, active and 
independent lives. 

 Mayoral Priority: Safeguarding our 
Communities   

 Mayoral Priority: Bringing down the 
cost of living 

Most vulnerable children 
supported in engaging in 
school and extra-curricular 
activities to equip them with 
the skills they need to thrive.   
 

 People in Doncaster benefit from a 
high quality built and natural 
environment. 

 Mayoral Priority: Creating Jobs and 
Housing 

 Mayoral Priority: Safeguarding our 
Communities  

 Mayoral Priority: Bringing down the 
cost of living 

Allocation of funding to the 
voluntary community sector will 
strengthen this sector, to the 
benefit of Doncaster citizens. 

 All families thrive. 

 Mayoral Priority: Protecting 
Doncaster’s vital services 
 

Families from disadvantaged 
backgrounds encouraged to 
engage in their children’s 
education. 

 Council services are modern and 
value for money. 

 

 Working with our partners we will 
provide strong leadership and 
governance. 

 

 



funding is provided. It is standard practice within such funding agreements to require 
clawback of funded monies (or refuse payment) if funding conditions are not complied 
with.  
 

43. All funding (including the £1 050 000.00 funding to Expect Youth and the £300 000.00 
to the PIL) should be the subject of a funding agreement, approved by Legal Services 
and should only be entered into when the Director is satisfied that the obligations in the 
FPRs have been satisfied. Such funding agreements should mirror the terms of the 
funding agreement referred to in the above paragraph in order to protect the interests 
of the Council. 
 

44. The service contracts referred to in this report should be procured in compliance with 
the Council Contract Procedure Rules and the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 (if 
applicable). 

 
45. Further specific legal advice will be given throughout the life of the project.   

 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

 
46. The funding of up to £8.76m will be received from DfE in the form of Section 31 non-

ring fenced grant, £6m for the Opportunity Area (OA) Programme and £2.76m for the 
Essential Life Skills (ELS) Programme, and under the grant determination we are 
required to confirm at the end of each financial year that the funding has been properly 
expended.  The funding will be received in instalments as agreed through the delivery 
plans with the first payment of the OA programme funding having been received in 
October 2017 (£100k) and the remainder for 2017/18 expected in January 2018.  The 
indicative OA funding profile for 2018/19 (£3.5m) and 2019/20 (£2m) shown in the 
report covers the overall programme however elements of this funding will be retained 
centrally by DfE for expenditure on elements such as programme evaluation, therefore 
the final grant the Council will receive will be less than the totals shown. 

 
47. The grants to be made from the 2017/18 allocations for the OA and ELS programmes, 

as outlined in the report, of £1,050k to Expect Youth and a grant of £300k to Partners 
in Learning require Cabinet approval, as they have a financial value greater than £50k, 
as covered under financial procedure rule (FPR) E14.  Appropriate funding agreements 
will also be required, as outlined in FPRs E15-E16.  The remaining 2017/18 allocations 
for the OA programme of £100k will be required to cover programme lead and support 
costs, contracted services and grants of under £50k, as covered in the report, in order 
to meet the delivery plan objectives, with the final spend profile for 2017/18 still to be 
agreed with DfE. 

 
HUMAN RESOURCES IMPLICATIONS 
 
48. There are no specific HR implications related to the content of this report. If there are 

HR implications arising from specific elements of the Opportunity Area Delivery Plan 
and any other associated delivery plans these will be addressed at the appropriate 
time. 

 
TECHNOLOGY IMPLICATIONS 
 
49.  There are no specific technology implications related to the content of this report.  

Where requirements for new, enhanced or replacement technology to support the 
delivery of the Opportunity Area Delivery Plan are identified, these would need to be 
considered by the ICT Governance Board (IGB).  



 
EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS 
 
50. The OA programme’s explicit aspiration is to narrow the gap between disadvantaged 

and non-disadvantaged children and young people and to support the most 
vulnerable.  Improving the equality and inclusivity of the education system sits at the 
heart of the programme.  On this basis the programme should have a 
disproportionately positive impact on protected groups.  We will carry out an equality 
impact assessment on major activities to ensure there are no unexpected negative 
impacts on protected groups. 

 
CONSULTATION 
 
51. The DP has been consulted on extensively with partners across Doncaster during its 

production. The full list of partners that have engaged with the Plan is reflected by the 
range of organisations represented through the working groups, we have also 
consulted with children from a variety of backgrounds and school heads. 

 
BACKGROUND PAPERS 

 
52. Strategic Youth Alliance Cabinet Report 18th October 2016, agenda item 8. 
 https://doncasterintranet.moderngov.co.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=131&MId=2416

&Ver=4 
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